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At the end of June 2018, I will be ending my time on the ITAL Editorial Board. During my term I have had the opportunity to write several "From the Board" pieces and have very much enjoyed the freedom to explore a library technology topic of choice. This time around I would like to examine ITAL as seen through Crossref's Event Data service.
Crossref launched its Event Data service in Beta in 2017; production service was announced in late March of this year. Event Data is "an open data service that registers online activity (specifically, events) associated with Crossref metadata. Event Data will collect and store a record of any activity surrounding a research work from a defined set of web sources. The data will be made available as part of our metadata search service or via our Metadata API and normalised across a diverse set of sources. Data will be open, audit-able and replicable." on user expectations of library discovery products, which was then retweeted 20 times. The two next most-tweeted articles (17 tweets/retweets each) discuss privacy and user experience in library discovery 10 and "reference rot" in ETD (Electronic Theses & Dissertations) repositories.
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What value can such a brief examination of this small set of data from a very new service provide to ITAL authors, or the Editorial Board? It can certainly provide a glimpse of who might be accessing ITAL articles, and how, and perhaps provide some hints as to ways to increase the reach of the journal. This kind of data is not a replacement for download counts or bibliographic citation patterns, but can complement them and add another layer to our understanding of the place of ITAL in the library technology community and beyond.
As ITAL continues to thrive and as services like Event Data continue to improve, I look forward to seeing what story this data continues to tell!
